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How do Convention and Visitor 
Bureaus work? 

v We’re the official destination marketing organization 
(DMO).

v How are we different from chambers and economic 
development organizations?

v Why are our services free and what do we do?



Goals for Obtaining Factual and 
Favorable Coverage

vWe’re here to create the best experience for the traveler. 
vWe want a favorable, accurate message, in your words. 
vWe want to see our destination through your eyes, with a 

little help from us. 



We love this 
stuff!
Let us make your life 
easier, as a blogger…



How We Work with Media and Digital 
Influencers

vSimilar to any guests, we propose an itinerary.
vWe’ll schedule it all, offer a guided tour.
vWe’ll offer options for your visit at a complimentary or 

reduced rate.
vWe’ll follow-up on any information you need after your 

visit.



How We Can Help

v We’ll suggest places for you to go.
v We’ll offer customized directions, point-to-point but 

even better, we’ll take you around (leave the driving to 
us…).

v We can pitch ideas, gather all the Twitter handles and 
social media accounts for you to tag and mention.

v Let us research for you, any specific requests you have. 



Trade Secrets

v We want to give you accurate information and 
authentic information.

v We may make suggestions for places that you 
don’t know; we know our strengths and draws.

v Let us showcase our little gems and those will 
give your blog a real scoop.



Leave the Logistics to CVBs

v Let us handle the logistics—planning, cushion time in 
your itinerary, directions and parking or driving you.

v Also important, if we are on-site with you, we can help 
our businesses tell you the things you need to know.

v It’s not that a blogger wouldn’t be able to draw that out 
from the business owner, but the CVB can truly make this 
an efficient and productive experience.



Efficiency and Credibility

v CVBs will work with the businesses 
beforehand. If we can get things comped, 
we’ll do it, even if it’s out of our budget.

v Why? Not because we consider it an 
exchange for a positive and glowing 
review/feature.

v Sometimes, bloggers are mistaken for 
advertisers and we don’t want to have 
this start off on the wrong path.
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Real Life 
Example



Questions?


